Title:

Associate Lawyer

Practice Group:

Corporate Commercial Practice Group

Location:

1200 - 925 West Georgia Street, Vancouver, BC V6C 3L2

Contact:

Blair Lill, Chief Operating Officer

Singleton Urquhart Reynolds Vogel LLP is recognized as a leader in construction and
infrastructure, insurance, commercial litigation, real estate and business law. Founded in 1982,
with its roots in construction litigation, the firm has grown to add a full complement of business
law services including corporate commercial, commercial real estate, construction contracts,
and estates planning.
Operating on a national platform, Singleton Reynolds is positioned as a new best-in-class law
firm offering legal services and a long-standing reputation in dispute resolution.
The Firm has almost 60 lawyers in two offices (Toronto and Vancouver) and provides a wide
range of legal services including the following key practice areas:







Construction and Infrastructure Law
Commercial Litigation
ADR
Commercial Real Estate
Wills & Estates
Immigration







Insurance Defense
Professional Liability
Entertainment Law
Corporate Commercial
Workplace Law

OUR COMMITMENT
At Singleton Reynolds, we are committed to providing a rewarding and supportive working
environment. The Firm maintains many programs to fulfil this commitment. For example, the
Singleton Reynolds Institute is an internal seminar series aimed at providing a wide range of
skills-based training for all our lawyers. We also employ the services of a professional business
development coach who works with each of our Associates, to help them create an
individualized business development plan and to execute that plan. The Firm culture has a wellestablished mentorship program and continuous feedback to ensure that our associates
succeed and develop as leading practitioners in their chosen field.
THE ROLE
The Corporate Commercial Group at Singleton Reynolds focuses on business structuring and
transactions for companies of all sizes and types with a focus on the holistic support of their

clients' businesses. Burgeoning client demand, leads the firm to seek an experienced corporate
commercial lawyer with proven client skills and 6+ years’ experience.
If you are coming from a boutique environment, the lawyers at Singleton Reynolds have the
range of expertise required to fully service the varied needs of your clients. If you are at a large
national or international firm, Singleton Reynold’s flexibility will allow you to be more creative
and cost-effective in servicing your clients. Whatever your current situation, if you value
professionalism, teamwork, and a well-managed firm, Singleton Reynold is a firm you should
explore.
KEY COMPENSATION
A competitive salary and benefits package together with opportunities for personal and
professional growth.
KEY CONTACT
To pursue this employment opportunity, candidates are invited to submit their applications to:
Singleton Urquhart Reynolds Vogel LLP
Attention: Blair Lill
925 West Georgia Street, Suite 1200
Vancouver, BC
V6C 3L2
Email: jobs@singleton.com
Singleton Reynolds is committed to the principle of equality in employment standards and
welcomes applications from all qualified individuals. We thank all applicants for their interest;
however, only those short-listed and selected for interviews will be contacted.

